Major Turning Points In Christian History

Unit One. Faith and Reason. We tend to think that faith is the realm of mysteries while reason is the realm of knowledge. This unit is offered at the start of the course to show that both Faith and Reason have their facts and their mysteries.

Unit Two. Genesis. The beginning of two major faiths.

Unit Three. Moses. A figure who some scholars believe never existed transitions a people into a nation.

Unit Four. Jesus. Two new faiths spring from one common source.

Unit Five. Christianity: The first three hundred years.

Unit Six. The union of Church and State.

Unit Seven. Divisions Between East and West.

Unit Eight. The Rise of Islam

Unit Nine. The High Middle Ages

Unit Ten. The Renaissance and the Protestant Reformation

Unit Eleven. Key Leaders of the Protestant Reformation and the Catholic Reformation

Unit Twelve. The Enlightenment: French and British.

Unit Thirteen. From Rousseau to Marx. From Locke to Madison.

Unit Fourteen. Secularism, Wokeism and Hegel’s Dialectic.